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This research examines the change in the operating performance of firms in 
Hong Kong when they change their ownership type from private company to public 
company through initial public offering (IPO). 
From our data analysis, there is an increase in the operating performance in the 
year of IPO. However, there is a decrease one year later and a significant decline in 
operating performance especially in profitability two years after being listed. 
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• R O D U C T I O N 
Taking his own company to the Stock Exchange is nearly every entrepreneur's 
dream. The reasons for companies going public are numerous. 
The main advantage of an IPO is the immediate influx of capital. When a 
company has its IPO, its shares of common stock are first offered for sale no matter 
they are traded in an over-the-counter market or on a stock exchange. The company 
increases its working capital in a short period of time. 
Moreover, the cash from public offering needs not to be repaid and no interest 
payments either. Thus, IPO improves the company's debt-to-equity ratio that makes it 
easier to borrow money when it needs more cash some time later. Some bankers 
encourage their clients to go public because they do not want to grant further loans to 
the clients any more. In order to keep good relations and reduce their lending risk, 
banks usually urge their clients to go for IPO. 
The liquidity of the company will also be improved. Once the company listed, it 
can easily raise more cash later through additional equity offerings. The bankruptcy 
risk will be reduced and therefore make the company more healthy in financial aspect. 
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Going public gives major shareholders an easy way to liquidate some or even 
all of their investments. He or she can easily sell the stakes in the secondary market 
more conveniently. Thus, IPO enhances the liquidity of their assets after although there 
are regulations restricting on these activities. 
As public companies usually are better known and open to public scrutiny, they 
seem to be more trustworthy and dependable and in a way this improves public 
companies' reputation and visibility. Therefore, public companies can easily increase 
customers confidence and secure additional financing/ 
Earning profits from the stock markets is the expectation of every stock 
investor or speculator. As young firms frequently have much of their value represented 
by growth opportunities, investors usually have high expectation on their performance 
in operating profits as well as their stock prices. 
In Hong Kong, many people dashed to subscribe newly listed shares in order to 
make easy money. Legend Holdings for instance, it has its IPO on 14 February 1994. 
Amount raised was only HKD224.4 million but it has 404 times oversubscribed. Total 
HKD90.66 billion from investors have been ‘condensed’ for this single transaction.^ 
Nam Hing Holdings which listed on 2 February 1994, raised HKD62.6 million, has 259 
times oversubscribed. Contrad International Holdings which listed on 2 February 1994, 
raised HKD78.3 million, has 215 times oversubscribed. Jusco Stores (Hong Kong) Co. 
which listed on 4 February 1994, raised HKD104 million, has 356 times 
oversubscribed. Within a week, three companies went listed on the Hong Kong Stock 
Exchange and a total of HKD70.07 billion had been attracted from investors. As the 
1 Hare, James B, “So You Want to Go Public?", Dec 1994, Management Accounting, 
Vol. 76, pp25-29. 
2 "New Equity Listings in FebruaryA/[arch 1994", March 1994, Asiamoney, pp68. 
3 
subscription fees were ‘frozen�for this single week, interests gained from these billions 
of dollars were massive. The new listed firms gained a lot in interest income in these 
days. 
From these cases, we learn that investors were so excited to buy the stocks of 
new listed companies. Maybe the projections of operating performance in prospectuses 
impress them a lot. Will the real figures afterward disappoint them? As operating 
performance directly affects the price of a stock^, we would like to examine whether 
the new listed companies are worth to be invested. 
3 
Jain, Bharat A, “Is Underpricing a signal of firm quality?", Jan 1996, American 




The main objective of this project is to fmd out the impact of public listing on 
the firm's financial status. Our focus is mainly on the firms which have their initial 
public offerings on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange between the years of 1986 to 
1990, inclusively. 
We mainly investigate: 
1. Whether there will be a significant difference before and after the firm has been 
listed. 
2. Whether the difference will be happened among different segments such as assets 
size and major shareholders retention. 
3. What will be the reasons behind the difference, 
and then we will: 





There have been a lot of studies on the performance of ffO firms. Eyssell, 
Thomas H and Kummer, Donald R. (1993) ^ published their studies on signaling, 
insider trading, and post-offering performance for the case of EPO. Previous IPO 
studies have concluded that, on average, the shares of firms going public are under-
priced at the time of the offering, prices adjusts rapidly in the after-market, and IPOs 
are generally poor performers over the longer-term. A current study reevaluates the 
LPO pricing phenomenon utilizing more recent data and empirically tests the signaling 
models of Leland and Pyle (1977)5, which imply that both first-day and after market 
returns may be related to insider's transactions. The results suggest that initial returns 
are inversely related to the proportion of the offering representing insiders' shares tend 
that corporate insiders are, on average, net sellers in the year subsequent to the IPO. 
4 Eyssell, Thomas H; Kummer, Donald R.，"Signalling, Insider Trading，and Post-
bffering Performance: The Case of Initial Public Offering���Summer 1993, Journal of 
Applied Business Research Vol.9, No. 3, pp80-92. 
5 Leland, H. E.，and D. Pyle, 1977, “Information Asymmetries, Financial Structure, and 
Financial Intermediation���Journal ofFinance 32，371-387. 
6 
McGuinnes，Paul (1993/ also has a study on the post-listing return 
performance of unseasoned issues of common stock in Hong Kong. Evidence is 
provided suggesting that unseasoned Hong Kong stocks, issued during the period 
1980-1990, produced unfavorable long term investor returns. Excess market returns 
measured from the first closing traded price in the stocks to various closing dates with 
a 24 months post-listing period indicated that favorable returns, within the first few 
months of listing，were followed by a longer term decline in returns. The results of the 
study question the established belief that subscription prices in unseasoned offerings 
are generally underpriced. An alternative interpretation is that the trading prices in new 
listed stocks, during the first few months of listing, are inflated by speculative demand. 
Once again, it is not a study on the operating performance but the price performance of 
the Hong Kong common stocks which issued during the period of 1980-90. 
As the above studies are focusing on the price performance of the post-listing 
stocks and not the operating performance, we do not have many previous studies for 
our project. 
Previous studies on the IPO and capital structure give some hints to us to 
examine the motivation for firm to have its EPO instead of choosing debt financing. 
One famous study about capital structure is from Sheridan Titman and Roberto 
Wessels (1988)7 The paper examines the determinants of Capital Structure Choice and 
analyzes the explanatory power of the recent theories of optimal capital structure. The 
study has empirical work on capital structure theory in three ways. First, it studies a 
6 McGuinnes, Pual, "The Post-listing Return Performance of Unseasoned Issues of 
Common Stock in Hong Kong", January 1993, Journal of Business Finance & 
Accounting V20，No. 2, pp 167-194. 
7 Sheridan Titman, "The Determinants of Capital Structure Choice", March 1988, The 
Journal ofFinance, Vol. XLIII, No. 1，ppl-19. 
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much broader set of capital structure theories，many of which have not previously been 
analyzed empirically. Second, as the theories have different empirical implications for. 
different types of debt instruments, the authors analyze measures of short-term, long-
term, and convertible debt rather than an aggregate measure of total debt. Third, the 
study uses a technique of factor-analytic that mitigates the measurement problems 
encountered when working with proxy variables. The results of this study indicate that 
transaction costs may be a vital determinant of capital structure choice. Short-term 
debt ratios were shown to be negatively related to firm size, maybe reflecting the 
relatively high transaction costs small firms face when issuing long-term financial 
instruments. Evidence from Brealey and Myers (1984/ shows that firms prefer raising 
capital, first from retained earnings, second from debt, and third from issuing new 
equity. Suggestion for reason of this phenomenon is because of the costs of issuing 
new equity9. This finding maybe an explanation for the downturn in profitability one 
year after the listing. 
Mark E. Bayless and J. David Diltz (1994) have published a study on the 
securities offerings and capital structure theory. ^ ^ The paper examines a large sample 
of DPO on the New York Stock Exchange between 1974-1983 to determine the 
motivations of firms to issue debt or common stock. The result is that equity is issued 
only under circumstances associated with reduction in the level of asymmetric 
information. The results also reveal that firms have a tendency to minimize transaction 
costs, and that issues are timed for favorable market conditions. Our study indicates a 
8 R. Brealey and S. Myers, "Principles of Corporate Finance." New York, McGraw-
Hill, 1984. 
9 S. Myers, “The Capital Structure Puzzle", July 1984, Journal ofFinance 39，575-92. 
iG Mark E. Bayless and J. David Diltz, "Securities Offerings and Capital Structure 
Theory", January 1994，Journal ofBusiness Finance And Accounting, 21(1), pp77-91. 
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consistent result for this argument. The current ratio of firms decrease in zero to two-
years post-listing period. 
According to Jensen and Meckling (1976) agency hypothesis, higher ownership 
retention by managers reduces their incentives to undertake non-value maximizing 
projects. Since public offering decrease the ownership of top management, the result of 
profit deterioration is consistent with this study.^ 
Some related studies examine the operating performance for the post IPO 
firms. One example is Degeorge and Zeckhauser (1993) who examine the operating 
performance of a special type of IPO firm - reverse leveraged buyouts (LBOs) in his 
• 12 
article “The Reverse LBO decision and firm performance : Theory and evidence" • 
This is the first study that attempts to measure the operating performance of EPO firms 
that are not reverse LBOs. 
Recent study ofBharat A. Jain and Omesh Kini (1994)^^ is the first study which 
investigates the change in operating performance of firms as they make the transition 
from private to public ownership. A significant decline in operating performance 
subsequent to the IPO is found. Besides, there is a significant positive relation between 
post-IPO operating performance and equity retention by the original entrepreneurs, but 
no relation between post-IPO operating performance and the level of initial under-
pricing. Post-issue declines in the market-to-book ratio, price earnings ratio, and 
11 Jesen, M. C. and W. Meckling, “Theory of the firm: Managerial Behavior, Agency 
Costs and Ownership Structure", 1976, Journal ofFinancial Economics 3, 306-360. 
12 Degeorge, F., and R. Zeckhauser, 1993, "The Reverse LBO Decision and Firm 
Performance: Theory and Evidence", Journal ofFinance 48, pp. 1323-1348. 
13 Bharat A. Jain and Omesh Kini, 1994, “The Post-Issue Operating Performance of 
IPO Fi rms���The Journal of Finance, Vol. .XLIX, No. 5, December 1994, pp.l699-
1727. 
9 
earnings per share are also documented. The analysis is based on a sample of682 firms 




DATA SAMPLE AND SOURCES 
Our target samples are firms which newly listed in the Hong Kong Stock 
Exchange within the years from 1986 to 1990 that count for 55. Due to survival bias 
and incomplete data deletion, the sample size of this project reduced to 48. Appendix I 
summaries our data sample. 
We collect the data mainly through the microfilm produced by the library of 
Hong Kong Stock Exchange that includes prospectuses and annual reports. 
The reasons why we choose those data are because we need three year post 
listing data for analysis. From 1986 to 1990, there were some big accidents happened, 
for instance, stock crisis in October 1987, June 4 event in June 1989 and Gulf War in 
1990. Although the stock price in these periods fluctuated a lot, the economy of Hong 
Kong still grew steadily. External factors did not deteriorate a lot. 
Time horizon within this study is four years that includes one year pre-IPO 





We employ profitability ratios and debt ratio to examine the effectiveness of 
operation and management. 
Three profitability ratios are used as measurements of operating performance. 
The first ratio is return on assets (ROA) which is profit before taxation and 
extraordinary items divided by total assets whereas total assets equal current assets 
plus fixed assets. The return on assets ratio measures the efficiency with which total 
assets are employed within the firm. Profit before taxation and extraordinary items 
reflects the operating income and the total assets are the sum of current assets and long 
term assets. 
Profit before Taxation and Extraordinary Items 
ROA 
Total Assets 
The second one is profit margin (PM) which is profit before taxation and 
extraordinary items divided by turnover or sales. Profit margin on sales is also a 
12 
measurement of the efficiency of management. It indicates how much income is earned 
from turnover. 
Profit before Taxation and Extraordinary Items 
PM 
Turnover or Sales 
會 
The third one is return on equity (ROE) which is profit before taxation and 
extraordinary items divided by shareholders' equity. 
Profit after Taxation and Extraordinary Items 
R O E -
Shareholders' Equity 
The higher the ratios of ROA, PM and ROE, the more profitable the firm in a 
relative sense. 
As earning per share is a ratio determined by dividing the net income of a 
company by the number of shares of common stock held by its owner, it is a tool for 
evaluating financial performance that expresses the net income on a per-share basis. 
The higher the ratio is，the more profit earned on the basis of shareholders' equity. 




: Current ratio is one of the leverage ratios which used for the analysis. It is a 
test ofliquidity and determined by dividing the current assets by the current liabilities. 
Current assets are cash and those resources of a business that will be converted to 
cash, will expire, or will be consumed by operations within one year or the normal 
operating cycle of the business, whichever is longer. Current liabilities are debts or 
otherwise settled within one year or the normal operating cycle of the business. The 
higher the ratio, the higher the liquidity position of the firm. We use this ratio to 
examine the change in debt level after the increase in equity by EPO. The higher the 
current ratio, the less short term leverage and more liquid the company is. 
Current Assets 
Current Ratio = 
Current Liabilities 
The change in operating performance is measured by the median change in 
level. As the operating performance may be skewed and the mean cannot represent 
anything of our data base, median is used as a measure of central tendency throughout 
the project.i4 
In order to reduce the influence of the market environment, we choose two big 
firms and use their operating performance for industry adjustment. Hutchison 
Whampoa Limited and Hong Kong Aircraft and Engineering Company Limited 
(HKAE) are the firms for indicator of industry adjustment. Both of them are stock 
14 Early studies by Bharat A. Jainn and Omesh Kini (1994), Kaplan (1989), Smith 
(1990), Muscarella and Vetsuypenns (1990), and Degeorge and Zeckhauser (1993) 
also use the median to measure operating performance. In order to make the data 
analysis consistent，we use median as a measurement instead of mean. 
14 
components ofthe Hang Seng Index. Besides, Hutchison Whampoa is the firm which 
has comprehensive and diversified businesses in the areas of retailing, property 
development, hotel and so forth. Hong Kong Aircraft and Engineering Company 
Limited is the firm which represents the industrial companies. Since most of our data 
samples are industrial companies, we need HKAE to be the indicator. 
We employ the same year performance changes of the indicators for industrial 
adjustment. The change of the indictors is the factor which used for adjustment. 
We use four-year data to analyze the ratios of return on assets, profit margin 
and current ratio. Data of first year which is one year before IPO and used as an 
indicator. The second to fourth years' data are used to make comparisons with the 
indicator. These ratios have been gone through significance tests which based on the 
two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank tests. The test is used to test medians for symmetric 
populations. It is one of non-parametric methods which do not require samples from 
normally distributed populations. Thus, it is a distribution-free method which is based 
on the ranks or the order of quantitative data values. As non-parametric method does 
not require specific population distributions, it has the advantage of generality and 
inherently resistant to outliers and skewness that can be used with categorical 
variables, ranks, and frequency counts. Therefore, this method is suitable for analyzing 
our data. 
Since we do not get enough information for the pre-listing number of shares as 
some companies have not issued any shares at that time or do not disclose related data, 
ratios of return on equity and earnings per share are not tested by Wilcoxon signed 
rank tests. We calculate their values and examine their trend of changes. 
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Besides using the whole set of data to run the tests and examine the trend, data 
have been divided into two parts by the size of assets. Data is being ranked by the size 
of assets first. Then the largest 24 companies in assets size and the remaining 24 
companies are examine separately by ratios of return on assets, profit margin, and 
current ratio. This measurement is for testing whether the results of operating 
performance are related to assets size or not. 
In addition, data has been divided into two parts by proportion of ownership 
retention and tested by ratios of return on assets, profit margin, and current ratio. The 
first part includes 24 companies which have higher retention then the others and the 
second part includes the remaining 24 companies. The aim for this measurement is to 






This research does not include those companies bankrupt or delisted after IPO 
in the year of 1996. Sample size of our research has been decreased due to this reason. 
Time Lag 
Although we have used two companies for industry adjustment, different dates 
used by different companies for their financial year end make it difficult to have perfect 
time matching. Hutchison Whampoa Limited and Hong Kong Aircraft Engineering 
Company Limited, our indicators, both have their year end on 31 December. However, 
not every company has its financial year end on 31 December. Some companies have 
their year end on31 March, 30 June, 30 September or even on 31 January. Thus, time 
lag may make our result a little bit bias. 
17 
Change Financial Year End 
Some companies changed their financial year end that made their financial data 
incomplete. Swank International Manufacturing Company Limited, for instance, listed 
on 30 November 1990 and has its first post-IPO year end data from 1 December 1990 
to 30 November 1991. This year data is completed since it includes one whole year 
data. However, its second post-IPO year end data ranges from 1 December 1991 to 
31 December 1992 which includes 13 months and we cannot make any adjustments. 
As a result, we discard the data of the company because of data incomplete. 
18 
CHAPTERVII 
SAMPLE SUMMARY STATISTICS 
Number of Samples 
Listing Year Number of Samples 
i ^ 4 
1 ^ n 
1 ^ Ts 
i f ^ 4 
1 ^ n 
Total 48 
19 
Sample Characteristics at Year 0 (Listing Year) 
Item Unit Mean Median 
Turnover $ million ^ 490 
Profit before taxation $ million 94 53 
1 p s oH^ ^ 
Fixed assets $ million 234 69 
Current assets $ million 411 184 
Current liabilities $ million ^ 126 
• Share capital $ million 90 55 
Implications 
The means are consistently and significantly larger than the corresponding 
medians as shown in the table. We cannot assume that the distribution of the sample is 
parametric or even normal. In fact, we can only conclude that the distribution of the 
sample is unknown and therefore nonparametric. 
Another implication may be as follows. Since the means are much larger, there 
may be one of two larger companies existed in the sample and they have much larger 





All Samples/No Segmentation 
ROA 
Time horizon relative to Year -1 YearO Year 1 Year2 
Median of % changes relative to Year -1 ^ 12,1% -17.3% -28.5% 
Median of % changes relative to Year -1 6 6% -13.6% -19.8% 
-industry adjusted 叙 
* Two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test with a = 0.1，significant median % change is highlighted 
From the tests shown, the ROA of Year 0 increases relative to Year -1 (the 
year prior to listing). The ROA ofYear 1 is the same as that of Year -1. The ROA of 
Year 2 decreases relative to Year -1. Industry adjustment has no effect on the results. 
In summary, the ROA boosts up during the year of listing. Then it decreases 





Time horizon relative to Year -1 YearO Year 1 Year2 
Median of % changes relative to Year -1 ^ 8.9% -7.1% -14.2% 
Median of % changes relative to Year -1 S 3% -14.3% -24.2% 
-industry adjusted 叙 
* Two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test with a = 0.1，significant median % change is highlighted 
From the tests shown, the profit margin of Year 0 increases relative to Year -1 
(the year prior to listing). The profit margin of Year 1 is the same as that of Year -1. 
The profit margin of Year 2 is the same as that of Year -1. With industry adjustment, 
the profit margin ofYear 2 decreases relative to Year -1. 
In summary, the profit margin boosts up during the year of listing. Then it 
decreases back to the original level and even further. There is a trend ofdecreasing. 
Assets/Turnover 
Time horizon relative to Year -1 Year 0 Year 1 Year 2 
Median of % changes relative to Year -1 =^  11.5% 11.2% 27.4% 
Median of % changes relative to Year -1 6.3% -6.0% 5.4% 
-industry adjusted * 
* Two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test with a = 0.1，significant median % change is highlighted 
2 2 
From the tests shown, the assets/turnover ratio ofYear 0 is the same as that of 
Year-1 (the year prior to listing). The assets/turnover ratio ofYear 1 increases relative 
Xo Year -1. The assets/turnover ratio ofYear 2 also increases relative to Year -1. With 
industry adjustment, the assets/turnover ratio has no change over the period. 
In summary, the assets/turnover ratio tends to increase if we neglect the 
industry adjustment effect. 
Current Ratio 
Time horizon relative to Year -1 YearO Year 1 Year2 
Median of % changes relative to Year -1 权 15.2% 25 9% 15 0% 
Median of % changes relative to Year -1 15.6% 22.^% 7.1% 
-industry adjusted 叙 
* Two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test with a = 0.1，significant median % change is highlighted 
From the tests shown, the current ratio of Year 0 increases relative to Year -1 
(the year prior to listing). The current ratio ofYear 1 and Year 2 also increases relative 
to Year -1. With industry adjustment, the current ratio ofYear 0 and Year 1 increases 
but the current ratio ofYear 2 decreases back to the original level. 
In summary, the current ratio tends to increase. 
23 
ROE 
Time horizon “ Y e a r O “ Year 1 Year 2 
Median value ^ ^ 0.59 
Mean value LsI L% 0.87 
The median and mean of the ROE tend to decrease from Year 0 (the year of 
listing) up to Year 2. 
EPS 
Time horizon “ Y e a r O “ Year 1 Year 2 
Median value ^ ~ ^ 0.12 
Mean value ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ ~ 
The median and mean of the EPS tend to decrease from Year 0 (the year of 
listing) up to Year 2. 
Summary 
The high levels ofROA, profit margin, ROE and EPS in Year 0 indicate that 
the operating performance of the ffO firms seem to be very good during the year of 
• 
2 4 
listing. The decreasing trends ofROA, profit margin, ROE and EPS thereafter indicate 
that their operating performance tends to get worse after their first year oflisting. 
The increasing trend of assets/turnover ratio is consistent with the above result 
that the operating performance tends to decrease. It is because such increase in 
assets/turnover ratio is due to either the firms have extra assets or they generate less 
turnover. Both mean that they get less effective use of their assets to generate 
turnover. 
The current ratio is a good indication of a firm's liquidity. The increasing trend 
of current ratio implies that the liquidity of the firms increases. This is expected since 
after IPO the firms can raise a considerable amount of capital. This has a positive effect 
on the IPO firms. 
In summary, the operating performance of the IPO firms increases during the 
year oflisting and tends to decrease thereafter. 
• 
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Segmented bv Assets Size in Year -1 
• 
ROA 
Segment with ABOVE median assets size 
Time horizon relative to Year -1 YearO Year 1 Year2 
Median of % changes relative to Year -1 ^ 12 4% 9.3% -9.3% 
Median of % changes relative to Year -1 112% 11.0% 11% 
-industry adjusted 叙 
* Two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test with a = 0.1，significant median % change is highlighted 
Segment with BELOW median assets size 
Time horizon relative to Year -1 YearO Year 1 Year2 
Median of % changes relative to Year -1 叙 -4.9%~~ -42.8% -49.2% 
Median of % changes relative to Year -1 0.4% -34.5% -38.5% 
-industry adjusted * 
* Two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test with a = 0.1，significant median % change is highlighted 
26 
From the tests shown, the ROA of the segment with above median assets size 
has no change over the four-year period. Whereas, the ROA of the segment with 
below median assets size has a trend of decrease. 
In summary, firms with smaller assets size contribute much larger effect on the 
decrease in ROA. 
Profit Margin 
Segment with ABOVE median assets size 
Time horizon relative to Year -1 Year 0 Year 1 Year 2 
Median of % changes relative to Year -1 叙 0.7% -9.4% -6 6% 
Median of % changes relative to Year -1 1.5% -15 5% -13.1% 
-industry adjusted 权 
* Two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test with a = 0.1，significant median % change is highlighted 
Segment with BELOW median assets size 
Time horizon relative to Year -1 YearO Year 1 Year2 
Median of % changes relative to Year -1 ^ 15.5% 2.0% -20.0% 
Median of % changes relative to Year -1 14.9% -3.8% -28.0% 
-industry adjusted ^ 
* Two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test with a = 0.1，significant median % change is highlighted 
2 7 
From the tests shown, the profit margin of the segment with above median 
assets size has no change over the four-year period. Whereas, the profit margin of the 
segment with below median assets size increases in Year 0 and tends to decrease 
thereafter. 
In summary, firms with smaller assets size contribute much larger effect on the 
initial increase and later decrease of profit margin. 
ROE 
•Segment with ABOVE median assets size 
Time horizon YearO Year 1 Year2 
Median value ^ ^ ~ ~ 0.70 
Mean value L22 1.21 1.08 
Segment with BELOW median assets size 
Time horizon YearO Yearl Year2 
Median value L ^ 0.65 0.48 
Mean value ^ 0.92 0.66 
The segment with below median assets size has much more apparent trend of 
decrease in ROE than the segment with above median assets size. 
2 8 
In summary, firms with smaller assets size contribute much larger effect on the 
decreasing trend ofROE. 
EPS 
Segment with ABOVE median assets size 
Time horizon YearO Year 1 Year2 
Median value ^ 0.17 0.16 
Mean value 0 ^ 0.20 K l 9 ~ ~ 
Segment with BELOW median assets size 
Time horizon YearO Year 1 Year2 
Median value ^ ^ ~ 0.09 
Mean value ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ 
The segment with below median assets size has much more apparent trend of 
decrease in EPS than the segment with above median assets size. 
In summary, firms with smaller assets size contribute much larger effect on the 




Assets size has a significant effect on the operating performance of a firm. 
Firms with smaller assets size contribute much larger effect on the decline in operating 
performance. Firms with larger assets size seem to maintain a stable operating 
performance while firms with smaller assets size tend to deteriorate in their operating 
performance. 
3 0 
Segmented bv Maior Shareholders' % Share in Year 0 
ROA 
Segment with ABOVE median maior shareholders' % share 
Time horizon relative to Year -1 YearO Year 1 Year2 
Median of % changes relative to Year -1 *~~ 12.1% -16.5% -32 5% 
Median of % changes relative to Year -1 6.0% -20.0% -28.0% 
-industry adjusted 叙 
* Two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test with a = 0.1，significant median Vo change is highlighted 
Segment with BELOW median maior shareholders' % share 
Time horizon relative to Year -1 YearO Yearl Year2 
Median of % changes relative to Year -1 =^  12.0% -18.1% -25.8% 
Median of % changes relative to Year -1 7.8% -6.7% -16.2% 
-industry adjusted 叙 
* Two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test with a = 0.1，significant median % change is highlighted 
Both segments basically have no change in their ROA over the period. No clear 
trend can be observed. 
31 
Profit Margin 
Segment with ABOVE median mator shareholders' % share 
Time horizon relative to Year -1 YearO Yearl Year2 
Median of % changes relative to Year -1 ^~~ 2L5% 2.5% -17.1% 
Median of % changes relative to Year -1 20.9% -4 4% -27.2% 
一 industry adjusted 叙 
* Two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test with a = 0.1，significant median % change is highlighted 
Segment with BELOW median maior shareholders�% share 
Time horizon relative to Year -1 YearO Yearl Year2 
Median of % changes relative to Year -1 叙 4 1% -13.0% -13.7% 
Median of % changes relative to Year -1 2 0% -17 7% -213% 
-industry adjusted 叙 
* Two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test with a = 0.1, significant median % change is highlighted 
The profit margin of the segment with above median major shareholders' % 
share increases in Year 0 and tends to decrease thereafter with industry adjustment. 
The profit margin of the segment with below median major shareholders' % share 
tends to decrease a bit with industry adjustment. No obvious conclusion can be made 
about the difference of profit margin between the two segments. 
3 2 
ROE 
Segment with ABOVE median maior shareholders' % share 
Time horizon YearO Year 1 Year2 
Median value ^ 0.87 0.65 
Mean value ^ 1.11 0.85 
Segment with BELOW median maior shareholders' % share 
Time horizon YearO Year 1 Year2 
Median value L ^ ^ 0.48 
Mean value L38 i"o2~~~ 0.89 




Segment with ABOVE median maior shareholders, % share 
Time horizon YearO Yearl Year2 
Median value ^ 0.13 0.12 
Mean value ^ ^ ~ ~ 0.15 
丨 
Segment with BELOW median maior shareholders' % share 
Time horizon YearO Yearl Year2 
Median value 0.18 0.13 0.13 
Mean value ^ ~ ~ 014 0.13 
No obvious conclusion can be made about the difference of ROE between the 
two segments. 
• Summary 
The amount of major shareholders' percentage share does not seem to have 
significant effect on affecting the operating performance of a firm. In other words, 
whether the major shareholders own a larger portion of shares or small portion of 





Decline in Operating Performance 
From our data analysis, we find that EPO firms reveal a growth in the year of 
listing first and then decline afterwards in post listing operating performance when we 
measure their profit before taxation on assets relative to their pre IPO levels, both 
before and after industry adjustment. However, the growths in turnovers ofthese firm 
are significant. Therefore, the declining operating performance ofIPO firms is not due 
to downturn ofsales or cutbacks in post-IPO capital expenditures. 
Numerous potential reasons can explain the decline in the post listing operating 
performance ofIPO firms. One reason may be the potential for increased agency costs 
when a firm makes the transition from private to public ownership. Reduction in 
management ownership when a firm goes to public will lead to agency problem which 
had been examined by Jensen and Meckling (1976)i5. Due to the conflict of interest 
between initial owners and shareholders, the performance of the firm could deteriorate 
When the managers have incentives to increase perquisite consumption. 
15 Jensen, and W. Meckling, 1976, “Theory ofthe Firm: Managerial Behavior, Agency 
Costs and Ownership Structure", Journal ofFinancial Economics 3, 306-360. 
3 5 
Another reason examined by Jensen (1993f is that new capital flowing into an 
industry may lead to over-investment. Price war will be deduced and profit margins 
will be reduced. As a result, the operating performance will become worse after listing. 
The third reason relates to the matter of window dressing. Managers tend to 
window-dress their accounting numbers before going public by using different 
accounting methods. Thus, the pre-IPO operating performance will be overstated and 
post-IPO operating performance will be understated. 
The fourth reason could be the managers choose the best timing for listing. The 
I 
firms go listing when they reach the peak of business cycles. At that time, firms 
become mature and they have cash cows which give them stable cash inflow and best 
performance. However, they cannot be sustained and always be at the top as they will 
be in the downturn of the business cycles. Thus, the post-IPO performance will not be 
as good as before. Jay R. Ritter (1991)i? examines the long-run performance ofinitial 
public offerings. The under-pricing ofIPOs that has been widely documented appears 
to be a short-run phenomenon. Issuing firms during 1975-84 substantially under-
performed a sample ofmatching firms from the closing price on the first day of public 
trading to their three-year anniversaries. He finds that there is substantial variation in 
the under-performance year-to-year and across industries, with companies that went 
public in high-volume years faring the worst. The patterns are consistent with an ffO 
market in which (1) investors are periodically overoptimistic about the earnings 
potential ofyoung growth companies, and (2) firms take advantage ofthese "windows 
of opportunity". 
16 Jensen, M. C., 1993，“The Modern Industrial Revolution, Exit, and the Failure of 
Internal Control Systems", Journal ofFinance 48, 831-880. 
17 Jay R. Ritter, "The Long-Run Performance ofInitial Public Offerings”，March 1991， 
The Journal ofFinance, Vol. XLVI, No. 1，pp.3-27. 
3 6 
Rao (1991)18 provides evidence that earnings per share of companies going 
public typically grows rapidly in the years prior to going public, but then actually 
declines in the firsts few years after the IPO. This finding matches with our research 
that the earnings per share decreases after IPO. 
Asset Size 
After testing the different segmentation of company assets size, we find that � 
i 
companies with smaller assets size have worse operating performance compare to the 
group of larger assets size. The decreasing trend of them is much more obvious. This 
result shows that small assets size companies are more consistent to the reasons shown 
above. 
As smaller companies face to higher risks, their performance may not be as 
stable as larger firms. Besides, smaller companies do not have as much bargaining 
power as the larger companies. Dealing with suppliers, for example, larger companies 
may get larger discount. Cost of fund, as the same, lager companies can get lower 
price. Thus, companies with smaller assets size have less competitive advantages that 
make them less profitable. 
18 Rao, G. (1991), "The Relation between Stock Returns and Earnings: A Studyd of 
Newly Public Firms.��Unpublished University ofIllinois working paper. 
3 7 
Relation between Managerial Ownership Retention and Operating Performance 
. After adding the factor ofmanagerial ownership, we find that there is a positive 
relation between managerial ownership retention and post-IPO operating performance. 
Although some ratios cannot pass the significant tests, there are still trends which we 
can see that companies with high management retention have better post-IPO 
operating performance. This results is consistent with some explanations. > 
Firstly, Jensen and Mecklling's (1976) agency hypothesis has found that higher 
ownership retention by managers reduces their incentives to undertake non-value 
maximizing projects. 
Secondly, Leland and Pyle's (1977) signaling hypothesis suggests that 
entrepreneurs can signal project quality since false representation can be costly by 
retaining a significant ownership of share in the company. 
Debt Reduction 
Another finding from the data analysis is that firms have debt reduction after 
listing. The article ofDegeorage and Zeckhauser (1993) shows that almost all the firms 
in their sample mention debt reduction as one of the main (or only) motivations for 
going public although IPO firms usually cite raising capital to finance growth projects 
as a reason for going public. 
3 8 
CHAPTERX 
. RECOMMENDATIONS TO EWESTORS 
V 
Before we put our eggs on the basket of security market and especially on the 
new listed companies for long term investment，we need to consider twice. Apart from 
the methods listed in the text books of fundamentals of investments, for instance, 
analyses ofgrowth potential ofeconomy, industry and company and so forth, we need 
to know the patterns ofoperating performance for new listed companies. 
After gathering the above analyses and the ideas from several prominent 
investment consultants, we would like to make the following recommendations. 
Read the Prospectus Carefully 
Prospectus is an invitation for share subscription and is a handbook of the 
company. The general aim ofthe provisions relating to the prospectus is to ensure that 
the company gives the public a certain amount of information about its financial 
position when it is first floated and whenever it subsequently offers its shares and 
debentures to the public. It should fully and fairly disclose the relevant facts so that the 
3 9 
risk ofinvestments can be assessed.^^ As this is a legal invitation, investors should pay 
their high attention on the information provided. 
Be Aware of the Pattern 
As shown on our analyses, new listed companies usually have good operating 
performance in the year of listing. Thus, the results of the first year cannot provide 
enough information on whether the performance is good or bad. After one year, over , 
50% new listed companies cannot retain the growth onwards. As a result, investors are 
advised to wait for one or two years so as to observe the results of new listed 
companies in order to distinguish the badly operated companies in the pool of new 
listed stocks. Investors should also pay attention to the major shareholders' retention 
and the assets size ofthe companies. Long term investment needs patient. 
19 Vanessa Stott，Hong Kong Company Law ,pp74 ,1995, Fifth Edition, Pitman 
Publishing Asia Pacific. 
4 0 
. CHAPTER XI 
CONCLUSIONS 
Newly listed companies which have their ffOs on the Hong Kong Stock 
Exchange from 1986 to 1990 are our study targets. After the ratio analyses, we find 
that the operating performance ofthese new listed companies improved in the year of 
listing. However, many of them deteriorate in one and two years after the listings. 
Companies with small assets size contribute a lot on the outcome of this results. 
Companies with major shareholders tend to have better results in the operating 
performance. 
Thus, we would like to recommend investors who want to invest in new listed 
companies in Hong Kong should beware of this pattern and better make investment 
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Appendix I: List ofData Sample 
I No I Company Name Listing Date (dd/mm/^ yy) 
I 1 I Sime Darby Hong Kong Ltd' 7/1/1986 
2 SingTaoLtd. 1 9 / 3 _ 
3 Cathay Pacific Airways Ltd. 15/5/1986 
4 Cafede CoralGroup Ltd. 16/7/1986 
*5 Jademan(Holdings)Ltd. — 12/8/1986 
6 Luks hidustrial Co Ltd. 7/1/1987 
7 K. Wah Stones (Holdings) Ltd. 6/2/1987 
8 NovelEnterprisesLtd. 8/4/1987 
9 LawsFashionKnittersLtd. 28/4/1987 
*10 Hong Kong Resort Co. Ltd. 15/5/1987 
11 Kumagai Gumi (Hong Kong) Ltd. 29/5/1987 
* 12 Wah Shing Toys Consolidated Ltd. 16/6/1987 
13 Tse Sui Luen Jewellery (Holdings) Ltd. 30/6/1987 
14 Universal Appliance Ltd. 30/6/1987 
*15 Lafe Holdings Ltd. 9/7/1987 
16 Mansion House Securities Ltd. 17/7/1987 
•17 Asia Commercial Co. Ltd. 29/7/1987 
18 General Electronic Ltd. 11/8/1987 
[19 Oriental Press Group Ltd. 18/8/1987 
20 RJP Electronics Ltd. 29/1/1988 
21 King Fook Holdings Ltd. 28/3/1988 ^ 
22 StarlighthidustrialHoldingsLtd. 12/4/1988 
23 Fountain Set (Holdings) Ltd. 20/4/1988 _ 
24 C P Pokphand Co. Ltd. 28/4/1988 
25 Tung Fong Hung Medicine Co. Ltd. 11/5/1988 
I 26 Hong Kong Daily News & Trading Holding Ltd. 6/6/1988 
27 Tomei hidustrial(Holdinss) Ltd. 21/6/1988 
28 Kin Son Electronic (Holdings) Ltd. 22/7/1988 
*29 Teletech Memational Ltd. 29/7/1988 
30 HwaKayThai(Holdings)Ltd. 5/9/198g 
31 Yaohan Hong Kong Corporation Ltd. 22/9/1988 
32 Kee Shing (Holdings) Ltd. 5/10/198§ 
33 Megrated Display Technology (Holdings) Ltd. 21/10/1988 
34 Continental Holdings Ltd. 8/llA988 —— 
35 HopHingOil(Holdings)Ltd. 16/11/1988 
36 Cosmos Machinery Enterprises Ltd. 12/12/1988 
37 TungTex(Holdings)CompanyLtd. 15/12/1988 
38 San Tai ElectricalCompany Ltd. 23/12/1988 
39 ASM Pacific Technology Ltd. 3/l/198g 
.*40 Swilynn Memational (Holdings) Ltd. 21/4/1989 ； 
41 SungFooKeeHoldingsLtd. 16/10/1989 
I 42 I MominsStarHoldingsLtd. 23/11/1989 
43 Daido Concrete (H. K. ) Ltd. W U n m 
[44 Juko Laboratories Holdings Ltd. 31/1/1989 
45 South China Momins Post (Holdings) Ltd. 29/6/1990 
I 46 I Hong Kong Toy Centre Memational Ltd. 12/7/1990 
I 47 I Memational Tak Cheung Holdings Ltd. 7/9/1990 
48 Fu Hui Jewellery Co. (H. K.) Ltd. 2/10/1990 
49 Fong,sfodustriesCo.Ltd. 12/10/1990 
50 Joyce Boutique Holdings Ltd. 16/10/1990 
51 Cheung Wah Development Co. Ltd. 29/10/1990 
52 Tem Fat Hing Fung (Holdings) Ltd. 21/11/1990 
*53 Swank Memational Manufacturing Ltd. 30/11/1990 
I 54 I Yaohan Memational Manufacturing Co. Ltd. 12/12/1990 
I 55 I Techtronic Mdustries Co Ltd. 17/12/1990 
* Deleted due to termination ofbusiness or data incomplete. 
A2.1 
Appendix 2: Statistical Results 兴之之 
lROA ~ P margin 
w : i “ v;;7o;^ Y^^[j-Y i^[T^ — Year -1 y^^ZZ：^_ Xf^lj^ 
^ 0.201054 "5:i25ii? 0.148087 0.117026 Mean 0.107217 0.113031 0.106654 0-091608 
Median ~~ 0.146535 0.186822 -Ql342iy^ TTI^  M^ 2^ £^2nZ_^ Q^52£5^ _^ £5£5^ £^^ 5Hi 
Yi^ ~V i^Tl~~Year2 Yjj[o;^YeaM^Yeg^_I^IZ hwiS 0.716962 T:HIii? 0.041625 ' Mf52 g326g07 0.777969 _a698921 hvl^ 0T20^ ~0T733T -0.28507 Median g08936J_ -0.07144 _0J4203 
Me,n-lnd. ad. ；；^^ ^^ ^； |^^ _2£^ £^ ；：^ Mean - lnd. ad. 0.294176 0.711898 _a602g76 
Median - lnd. ad： 0.06578^  -0.13599 "-0.19777 Z Median - lnd. ad. 0.082845 -OJ4^ _a2424^ 
|wilcoxon signed rank test 
ROA _ _ "Fiiiargin 一 
I Wilcoxon Matched Pairs Test (new sta) — Wilcoxon Matched Pairs Test (new sta) 
|Valid ~ Va|!d • ~ • ~ 
N J Z p-level N T Z H e v e l _ 
ROAO& Z E R g _ ^ ^ ; ; ^ ^ ^ Z ^ ^ J J B ^ ^ ; 0 9 ^ ^ 0 & ZERO ^ ^ 2.759011 0.005801 
|w i l coxon Matched Pairs Test (new sta) . Z Z Wilcoxon Matched Pairs Test (new sta) 
|Valid — Y^ — ~ N T Z Hi^ 5 N I 1 £:1^_ ROA1& ZER[^H^I^l^;ijM^:^;i!MlE PM 1 & ZERO li ^ 0.061539 0.95093 
|w i l coxon Matched Pairs Test (new sta) : Wilcoxon Matched Pairs Test (new sta) 
lvaid .}^ r~i~~ 
N T Z p-level N I I Ed^_ 
ROA2& ZERO ^ - 340 2.543623 0.010976 PM2& ZERO £8 446 1.456429 0.145284 
l w i l c o x o n Matched Pairs Test ( n e w ^ Wilcoxon Matched Pairs Test (new.sta) I k/^ i;. 1 Valid ^ " " T Z ^ N T—II I l ^ I^He^ ROAOAD& ZEj^IZZj^IUll^im^^^^^ PMOAD& ZERO li 377： 2.164131 0.030462 
L l r . o x o n Matched Pairs Test ( n e w ^ Wilcoxon Matched Pairs Test (new.sta) • |Valid — Y2"d —~" N T Z p-level N T Z t l ^ _ ROA1AD& ZE^  4i- §§?^ ：1^ ^：7¥^ 5? PM1AD& ZERO £8 522. 0.676932 0.498454 
IwHcoxon Matched Pairs Test ( n e w ^ Wilcoxon Matched Pairs Test (newsta) 
lvaiid ) ^ r n ~ 
N T Z p-level N I I P：!^ _ 
ROA2AD& ZE;^:^:3^ZZj^:mimi^lll^m^^2AD& ZERO ^ 363 2.307723 0.021021 
AfT — :ZZZI ;^ ntR 
-7 i^~Y^~~Vi^~~W2 Yi^ 1 Yeg^_：^_Y^HZ 
bi^ n_77 0^1^^j^^;i7^TiZ Mean 2,Q4g0^_K682549 1.645281 1.529653 
p°L — ^ 3 ^ Z0inK l0jlIM : O J ^ :ZHZ: r°"'" 1.097247 1-500665 1.434031 1-383249 
^7i;r^^^;;;j__;;^;;;^^^ Y^0__YeaM_vja^^ � 
t ； -Qj^ iiiF :^5i5^ 0.548768 “ H^ 0.495724 0-425384 0 ^ ^ Eb； T^TT^  ; j 3 ^ .0,273892 — Median 0.152348 0.259031 0-149993 
K lnd .d n 1 ..g. « n^go^ : ^ ^ ^ ： ~ Mean - lnd. ad. 0.45625g_ 0.354706 0.300607 M:dL l 'd. ikl^-T：^^：^^ MgjlgILJn'^ - 0.155741 0.229364 0.070S39 
I 處 ^ current R 
Wilooxon Matched Pairs Test (new'sta) � Wilooxon Matched PairsTest (new sta) 
I |~ ... 1 Vaid 
^ " ~T 7-^::^^;|^^^ N 丁 Z P-level_ ATO& ZERO 48 ^T:iiii^T:TTi^ CRO& ZERO ^ 2^ 3.608516 0.000308 
|w i l ooxon Matched Pairl Test ( n e w l t a ) — Wilooxon Matched Pairs Test (new sta) — 
I |" ... 1 Valid \T T Z ^ N r^^rZZIp-level AT1& ZERO ^ 5i^ :^i5Fr^ T:559T87- CR1& ZERO « 9^9 3.989796 6.63E-05 
|w i l ooxon Matched Pairl Test (new'sta) Wilooxon Matched PairsTest (newsta) — 
|Valid ^ r n ~ 
N J Z p-level . N I I £±Y5!_ 
‘ AT2& ZERO=:Z:ZjlZL^_l:ggggj^ "^^^^^ CR2& ZERO li 3^ .^410288 0.015946 
|w i l ooxon Matched Pairl Test ( n e w l t a ) 一 Wilooxon Matched Pairs Test (new sta) — 
? ^ = z — ^ r h — — ^ — — ^ ^ 
ATOAD& ZEj^^Z^Z^mZZ;M1^31^I^^CROAD& ZERO £8 ^ 2.830806 0.004646 
I Wilooxon Matched Pairs Test ( n e w l t a ) Z I ^ Wilooxon Matched Pairs Test (new sta) 二 I ��, ,.. 1 Valid 
^ ~ ~ T ^ ^ z F i ^ ~ T . r = z i d E i z i AT1AD& ZEj^^^;^IZ::iIi:^nill^ 0.893929 CR1AD& ZERO li Hl 2.717984 0.006572 
lw i l coxon Matched7a i r l Test (new sta) � I Z Wilcoxon Matched Pairs Test (new.sta) I Z I Z Z 
I |w.|^  P Valid ^——J ^;^::^j:[;^ N T Z P±X£!_ AT2AD& |^ ;^^^^I3 j i :^ ;^ l l^ ; ; i j l^ CR2AD& ZE~^  48 445 1.466686 0.142471 
Lg zzzi 一—iEg —―一 
I VST5~"Y ~^Year2 _ — 丫邮0 YeaM_^ jEHZ • 
b ^ r5T4396 T:06095r 0.872105' Mean QJ93677^  0.15384 0.138638 
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